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INTRODUCTION 
The research described in this dissertation grew out of some experi-
Ir.ental work* in speech ana:cy-sis. The general problem under consideration 
is that of designing equipment for automatic identification of discrete 
speech sounds, termed phonemes'**, with two important applications in 
view. One proposed application is for a 11speech typewriter" which would 
automatica~ transcribe a spoken roossage into pr:Urted form, using soroo 
type of phonetic spelling. The second application is to save bandwidth 
required for speech conmrunication systems (either telephone or radio) by 
encoding speech in a manner similar to teletype or telegraph. 
Evident:cy the proposed automatic identification nru.st be based on 
measurements (which can most easi:Qr. be made with electronic equipment) 
of suitable properties of the speech sound wave, or of certam transform-
at ions thereof. Research so far has failed to reveal any measurable 
property which has a constant value peculiar to each phoneme. Instead, 
as would be e:xpected, those properties which have been investigated have 
values which vary appreciably for different. s a.IJI)le utterances of the same 
phoneme. Furthermore, this variation is such that there is considerable 
overlappmg of values for different phonemes, especially when different 
voices are used.*** There are, however, a large - in fact, infinite - · 
number of possible properties that can be measured, and it is logical to 
suppose that a suitable combination of two or more measurements would yield 
a more reliable identification than a single measurement. For this reason, 
the statistical theory of discriminatory analysis can appropriately be 
* This work at Northeastern University has been sponsored by the u. s. 
Air Force under a contract with the Air Force Cambridge Research Genter. 
** For a defmition of 11phoneme 11 see Jakobson, Fant, and Halle [12], p. 3. 
*** For an example of such overlapping, see Potter and Steinberg [15]. 
:Lv 
used to determine, under certain assumptions, the opt:ilnum classification 
procedure based on a specified set of measurements, and to evaluate the 
expected success of the procedure. As far as is known, however, this 
dissertation represents the first attempt to apply discrim:inatory analy-
sis to the speech identification problem. 
The first chapter includes a statement of the basic principles of 
discriminatory analysis. Chapter 2 defines two particular sets of vari-
ables derived from the power spectrum of speech sounds, which will be 
specifically considered in this dissertation. The re:ma.m:ing chapters deal 
with certain problems which arise in applying discriminatory analysis to 
this set of variables and present solutions to some of them. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to determine hem the statistical 
theory should best be applied to this particular engineering problem, and 
not primarily to report progress in the solution of the engineering problem 
itself. Although results of several experiments have been most encouraging, 
and will be referred to for illustrative purposes at appropriate points in 
the discussion, an evaluation of these results would depend on such factors 
as the choice of the variables to be measured and the equipment and experi-
:rr.ental technique used for the measurements, which lie outside the scope of 
a dissertation in mathematical statistics. 
. 1. 
1. BASIC PRlliC IPIES OF DISCRIMINATORY ANALYSIS 
The subject of discriDtinatory analJ"sis has received the attention of 
most of the leading mathematical statisticians, and a large am:nmt of 
research, both on theory and application, is reported in the literature. 
A very complete bibliograpcy of this research was compiled by Hodges [ 8] 
who also traced the development of the lead:ing ideas of the theory. It 
will suffice here to expla:in the basic principles of the 100st pert:inent 
cq>proach to the classification problem. 
This approach is the result of the joint efforts of many scholars, 
but it has been summarized most clear]¥" by T. W. Anderson [1] and will be 
expla:ined here IOOstq :in terms of his notation~ The basic assUlllption is 
that the variables x1 , ••• ,:xp have a probability distribution pg(xu ••• ,:xp) 
in the population ng, g=l, •• • ,m. Either this distribution, which can be 
abbreviated as Pg(x), is complete]¥ known or its form is known while cer-
tain parameters have to be estimated from sample data. It is then assumed 
that an m:xm matrix C of "costs of misclassification11 can be determined 
from the situation in which the classification procedure is to be used. 
That is, the element Cgh of C is the cost or weight attached to an error 
of classify:ing an :individual as ~ when he actually belongs to ng. Usua.l:cy-
cgg-o, and Cgh>O if gfh, but the theory does not require these restric-
tions. In the speech problem, these costs can be deterntined by studying 
the effects upon the intelligibility of syllables or words when phoneme ng 
is replaced by nh~ AJ3 far as is known, no complete study of this type has 
been made~ 
It is required to define a classification rule which divides the 
p-dimensional measurement space into m nmtually exclusive and exhaustive 
2. 
regions ~' ••• ,Rllb and which classifies an individual as belonging to ng 
if' and only if' his measurement vector x falls within Rg• There are two 
different arguments from this po:int on, depending on whether or not 
~ p_riori probabilities, q1 , •• • ,Q.m, are available, where qg is the prob-
ability, before tak:ing measurements, that an individual belDngs to ng• 
Since in the speech problem it is possible to estimate these qg quite 
accurate:I¥ from available statistical data [.5], only the case of known 
qg will be discussed here. In this case, the conditional or .! ::eosteriori 
probability that an :individual with obsezved x belongs to ng is 
P(nglx) a 
If we decide to :include this po:int x in Rru then the conditional expected 
lDss will be 
(1.1) 
Since the rule of classification should be such that the conditional e:xpec-
ted loss for every x is minimized, we will assign each x to that Rh which 
minimizes (1.1). Hence the region Rk is defined qy 
h=l, ••• ,m. 
Whenever the ." .equality sign holds for one or more values of h besides 
h=k, this definition is ambiguous. If the Pg(x) are continuous density 
functions, the total probability of these boundary points is zero while on 
the other hand, if' the distributions Pg(x) are discrete, there may be 
3. 
positive probabilities for some boundary points. In either case, any 
arbitrary rule can be used to make the choice·~ 
In the case where all errors are equaJ.J.y cost:cy-, that is, if 
Cgg = o, Cgh = c, g ; h; then the definition becomes 
or hal, ••• ,m. (1.2) 
Putting the last two statements into words, the criterion .for classification 
in the case of equal:cy- cost:cy- errors is to minimize the conditional prob-
ability o.f making an error, or equivalent:cy-, to maximize the conditional 
probability of a correct decision. 
One special case of interest is that of m multivariate normal distri-
butions with the same covariance matrix~, but with different mean vectors 
~(l), ••• ,~(m). Specifical:cy- if 
1 Pg( x) = _--.;..;;.....__ 
1~1 ~( 2n)~ g=l, •• • ,m 
then if we take natural logs o.f both sides o.f ( 1.2), we have 
Rk: log qk + ~(k)'l:-l:x-!1-L{k)'~-~(k)~log% + ~(h)'l:-lx.-ilJ.(h)'r,-\J.(h) 
- - -
h=l, ••• ,m. (1.3) 
In other words, the classification depends on the selection of the maxinn.ml 
of m linear fnnctions of x1 , ••• ,xp, which for m = 2 and ql = q2 .. ! are 
equivalent to the Fisher linear discriminant function.* 
* For Fisher's derivation see, for example, Heel (9], pp. 121-126. 
4. 
These results have given further support to the linear discri.m:inant 
function as a tool for almost universal application in classification 
problems, since even when the sample data show moderate departure from 
normality, many methods based on the normal assumption have been shown to 
be still valid. However, the assumption of identical covariance matrices 
for all populations is an added restriction; without thia assumption, the 
discrilrtinant functions would be quadratic rather than linear. Further-
more, even the linear discriminant 1\mction is sufficient]¥ complicated, 
requiring the inversion of the covariance matrix to find the coefficients, 
that considerable research has been done on finding short-cuts when the 
coiTelat ions are small [2, l3] or not too divergent in size [2, 11}. 
Hence, it does not appear that much is to be gained by using the normal. 
model in discriminatory anazysis in preference to other zoodels which fit 
the data better and may also lead to simpler classification functions. 
Since the distributions of the variables discussed in the next chapter 
cannot be closezy approxilllated by multivariate normal distributions with 
identical covariance matrices, the objective in Chapters 3 and 4 will be 
to find suitable alternatives and to investigate their properties. A 
similar problem considered by Hughes [ 10] for applications in accident 
proneness is apparentzy the onzy other published research concern:ing 
classification with non-normal models, although the non-parametric 
approach has been discussed in an interesting paper by Fix and Hodges [ 6]. 
2~ VARIABLES DERIVED FROM POWER SPECTRUM 
2.1 Specification of Variables 
The problem of phoneme identification presented brief:cy :in the 
Introduction will be restricted in this dissertation to those phonemes 1 
such as vowels, for which power spectrum measurements are appropriate*. 
The power spectral density is a function of frequency !Cf) • ~ jF(f)j 2 
where F(f) is a Fourier transform of the time-function g(t) represent-
ing the speech waveform: 
T 
-
F(f) • I 2 g(t)e- 2niftdt 
T 
--2 
(The averagjng time T should be short enough to include a portion of on]¥ 
one phoneme when the time origin is suitab:cy chosen) • For the vowel and 
vowel-l ike phonemes, for which g( t) is appro:rima.te:cy periodic, the spec-
truro is essential]y a l:ine spectrum which has non-zero values onzy- for 
harmonics of the vocal-cord pitch frequency. (The averaging time T 
should also be long enough - about .o5 sec• - to include at least two or 
three pitch periods.) The envelope of l(f) for such a sound has local 
:max:irna or 11formants 11 at values of f corresponding to the resonant fre-
quencies of the vocal cavity**. A vowel spectrum and its envelope IllCzy' 
thus appear as in F:i;g'. 1, show:ing the f:irst three formants • the formant 
frequencies have been found to provide considerable information about 
* The theoretical considerations and experimental procedures outlined 
_ here are discussed in m::>re detail in [20]. 
** See Richardson [17], p. 207. 
6. 
~(f) 
Vocal-cord pitch 
frequency 125 cycles/sec. 
Fig. 1 Power Spectrum for Vowel Sotind. 
the identity of the phoneme* but no method has been devised to obtain 
instantaneous automatic tracking of these local maxima. It is quite 
feasib l e, however, using band-pass filters and squaring devices, to 
f· 
measure the band-limited power ei ·I 1 f(f)d:f' :ror any selected 
f. 1 l.-
values of fi-1 and fi for which fi - .fi-l is not too small. When the 
entire spectrum is divided into suitab:cy- chosen bands bo1mded by 0 = f 0 , 
r 1 , ••• ,rp the relative values of ; 1 , • •• , ~P provide much :information 
about t he location of the formant frequencies. 
I t is important to note that on]¥ the relative values are o.f :inter-
est since an increase in the loudness of the original speech or :in the 
amplification supplied by the electronic equipment, which multiplies 
g( t) by a factor k, will multip:cy- each ii by a factor If without alter-
ing the inf'ormation supplied for identif'ication. In other words, to 
obtain useful variates for a classification procedure, the function 
f ~(f) should be normal:i,zed to have I p~(f)df = 1, or equivalentl;r, the 
0 
5 i should be divided by their sum to obtain 
*See, f'or example, Potter and Steinberg [15]. 
p 
so that z Xi = 1. 
i=l 
l;i 
p 
z ~j 
j=l 
i•l, ••• ,p 
A closely rela:ted set of variables which will also be considered in 
this dissertation can be obtained by dividing the frequency spectrum into 
bands as before, but measur:ing the content of ·each band by means of a 
l:inear rectifier* instead of a squaring device. The voltages YJ 1 , ••• , ?p 
measured in this case are very near:cy- proportional to the square roots 
of the power in the respective bands*"~, and hence, following the previous 
argument, IIIUSt be normalized by defining 
p 
so that z ~ - 1. 
i=l J. 
~i 
Yia~ 
v ;.1 'Jj 
2.2 Requirements for Assumed Distributions 
In order to determ:ine the optinn.un classification procedure based on 
each of these tt-To sets of variables, appropriate distribution functions 
mu.st be assumed. In this section, certain requirements for such 
* This procedure is described, for example, by Smith [ l9] • 
** See Halsey and Swaffield [7], p. 401, where "zero frequency output 11 of 
the rectifier means the square of the average output voltage, which is 
the quantity to be used as a variable in the classification. Since the 
bands are ahla;,ys chosen to include at least two or three harmonics of 
the vocal-cord pitch frequency, compared to a total of perhaps thirty 
non-zero harmonics in the entire spectrum being considered, the pro-
portionality constants will differ by somewhat less than the extremes 
of .203 and .159, for one and an infinite number of harmonics respec-
tively, quoted in [7]'~ 
8. 
distributions resulting from the definition of the variables and, in the 
case of the fractional power variables, from ana~sis of sample data, 
will be stated. Although a discrete model will be considered m 
Chapter 4, it is assumed for the present that the distribution functions 
Pg(x) and PgCY) are defined as probability density functions for con-
tinuous variables. 
p 
The condition 2: Xj_ = 1 implies that the density function Pg(x) in 
i•l 
the first case can be defined for any p-1 of the variables; for example, 
it can be written as Pg(x1 , ••• , Xp-1). Since all sample observations, 
considered as vectors x, terminate on the first ~erwquadrant portion 
p 
of the hyperplane 2: J!1. = 1, a density ¢g(x) can alternative:cy- be 
i 1111 
assumed such that the probability element is ~g(x)dS where dS is the 
p 
element of area on the eyperplane 2: X1. = 1. These densities will be 
i=l 
equal :in this case except for a constant factor, since dS is a constant 
multiple of its projection on any one of the co-ordinate hyperplanes. 
Whichever way the density is defined, its form should evident~ be 
synunetrical in all p of the variables, since they are similar peysical 
quantities and on~ an arbitrary choice expresses one of them as deter-
mined by the other p-1. 
The considerations involved in assuming a suitable density function 
for the vector y or for any p-1 of the variables y1 , ••• ,yp are somewhat 
different from the previous case, since each y terminates on the surface 
of a eypersphere of unit radius, although still confined to the first 
eyper-quadrant. In this case, supposing p =3, the relation between the 
element of surface area dS of the unit sphere and its projection dA on 
9. 
the y 1 ,y2 plane is dS = dA sec 'f = ,2! where 'f' is the angle between the Y3 
y1 ,y2 plane and the tangent plane to the unit sphere at a po:int y of dS. 
Since this relation can be extended to a:rzy- p, the density for the rec-
tangular coord:inates y1 , ••• ,Yp-1 can be expressed as 
(2.1) 
The density ¢g(y) should again be fo~ symmetrical in Yu•••,Yp, but 
in view of (2.1) the density pg<y1 , ••• ,Yp-1) will then be forma.J.:cy sym-
metrical onl;y" :in Yl., • ••,Yp-1• 
A problem which arises in both cases is that of the restriction of 
the variables to a f:inite region. If a distribution with infinite range, 
such as the normal, is used, either its parameters nrust be such that the 
total assumed probability outside the first !zyper-quadrant is negligible, 
or else the distribution must be truncated. Inspection of sample data 
for the x1 , ••• ,Xp :indicates that the first alternative will rare]¥ app:I;r, 
and :incidental:q calls attention to some further problems. 
Several sets of measurements of x1 , ••• ,Xp for Votiel phonemes have 
been made at Northeastern University by the author and others, using 
various choices of f 1 , ••• ,fp and various sample sizes. Sample means 'ij_, 
variances si' and covariances sij from one such experiment are shown :in 
Table I, for three of the n:ine vowel phonemes studied, to illustrate some 
properties of the distributions. The tabulated values are based on one 
utterance of each phoneme for each of 21 male speakers, with f 1 • 60o, 
f 2 = Boo, :r3 = noo, f1_ • 1600, f5 = 60oo, all in cycles per second~ 
The roost strildng fact to emerge from Table I is the existence of 
zero means and variances for certain variables in certain populations. 
10. 
Table I 
SJU-JPIE MEANS, VARIANCES, AND COV ARIANCES FOR THREE PHONID1ES 
Phonem 
" (h}!b) €. (head) u (wh£.) 
- -~ .334 .676 x1 
812 .ol.J.4 .0118 .0051 
-
.297 .278 .257 ~ 
~2 .0253 .0057 .0035 
-
.297 x3 .ooo .064 
B32 .0320 .oooo .0044 
-Z4 .210 .037 .001 
542 .oo6.5 .OOJ.5 .oooo 
-
.o8o .351 .002 xs 
B,52 .oo2.5 .0178 .oooo 
512 .oo55 .0022 -.0020 
51J -.0106 .oooo -.0030 
5J.4 -.00.53 -.0020 .0001 
51.5 -.0010 -.0117 -.0007 
523 -.0238 .oooo -.00]3 
524 -.oo54 -.0011 .0002 
52,5 -.oo16 -.0070 -.0004 
5J4 .0032 .oooo .0001 
53,5 -.ooo8 .oooo .oooo 
545 .0010 .0017 .oooo 
u. 
It may appear that this difficulty can be avoided by first using these 
variables to separate these populations from all others, then to use 
the remain:i.ng variables to classify the populations :in each group. That 
is, assum:i.ng contmuous random variables with 
i=l, ••• ,p 
g=l, •• • ;m 
except for those variables Xj_, i=i1, •• •Jik for which 
(2.2) 
then an observed phoneme with Xi = O, 1 ~«~k could be classified as 
.c. 
belonging to one of the phonemes ng, g E Gi with ! posteriori probability 
1. However, further inspection of the original data from which Table I 
was computed shows that even for some g~Gi, pr{xi = olng}>O, :in contra-
diction to (2.2). For example, the 21 sample values of~ for the vowel 
E. (head) include 9 zero values. It is conceivable, of course, since the 
Xi can on]¥ be measured to an accuracy of about .03, that these zero 
values should not be interpreted as exact)¥ zero, but the:ir large fre-
quency of occurrence in several :instances argues in favor of the positive 
probability for Xi a Oe Hence the probability distril:mtions assumed for 
the classification model should m some cases include distributions 
defined £or Jess than p-1 di.Ioonsions to app~ when certain of the Xi a O,; 
or they should deal with the situation m some way which close)¥ approxi-
mates this result~ 
Another point to be observed from Table I is that the variances and 
covariances of particular variables differ considerab]¥ from one popula-
tion to another, with the variances showmg some tendency to decrease as 
12. 
the means approach 0 or 1. ~g~se circumstances corob:lne to make the usual 
assumption of normal distributions with the same covariance matrix 
appear inappropriate. 
For convenience of reference these requirements are listed here, 
beginning with a reasonable condition not previousJ¥ mentioned which is 
highly desirable for a uniform classification procedure: 
01. 
C2(x) 
C2(y) 
Distributions should have the same form m all populations. 
¢g(x) and Pg(x1 , ••• ,xp-l) should be formally symmetrical in 
XJ._, • • •.JXp' and hence symmetrical also m XJ., •• ._,Xp-1 when Xp 
p 
is elirrdnated by the relation Z ~ • 1. 
i=l 
¢g(y) should be formalzy symmetrical m y1 , ••• ,yp, and hence 
both ¢g(Y) and pg(yJ., ••• ,Yp•i) • ¢g(Y) should be symmetrical 
Yp 
p 
in ·y1 , ••• ,yp-l when Yp is elilllinated by the relation 1: :vi = 1. 
i=l 
OJ. The form of the distribution functions should be su£ficient:cy-
flexible to specif.y positive probabilities for some cases 
when certam of the variables are o. 
04. Distribution functions should be positive onzy for values of 
the variables between 0 and l~· 
c;;. Variances and covariances should m general be different in 
different populations~ 
06. Variances should be small when means are close to 0 or 1, 
and larger when means are closer to .5. 
In Chapter 3, a class of density functions for the rectified spectrum 
measurements Yu ••• ,yp is shown to satisfy all of these require100nts 
except 03, and at the same time to justifY a slightly modified form of a 
simple classification procedure alreaqy used by other investigators. A 
much mre general class of densities, including the above class, is shown 
to justifY the exact classification procedure referred to above, while 
13. 
failing to satisfy C) and C4._. In Chapter 4, a discrete distribution 
.. 
function is proposed for the fractional power measurements x1 , ••• ,xp 
which satisfies all of the listed requiremerits and which l..eadB to an 
eq~ simple classification procedure. 
3. DENSITIES DEPENDING ON ANGLES BETWEEN VECTORS 
3.1 Heuristic Method Used in Speech Analysis 
Although no other investigators, as far as can be determined, have 
approached the phoneme identification problem explicitly from the view-
point of discriminatory analysis, one method of utilizing the variables 
yl' ••• ,yp defined in Chapter 2 has been justified by something resembling 
a maximum likelihood argument.* In this method, for g = l, ••• ,m, a unit 
vector a{g) with components a1{g) , ••• ,~{g) is postulated as representing 
the standard or ideal spectrum of the g-th phoneme. For an unknown sound 
to be classified, the linear combinations £ a. (g) Y. are computed auto-
i=l 1 1 
matically and the sound is identified as that phoneme for which this linear 
function is maximum. The heuristic argument for this procedure is that the 
*B. Howland of Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, whose research is unpublished, used this method in 1952. 
It was also considered by B. P. Bogert of Bell Telephone Laboratories in 
an oral paper presented at the H.I.T. Speech Symposium, November 2-3, 1953. 
Bogert 1 s report dealt mainly with a method used by his colleague, K. H. 
Davis which classifies the unknown phoneme on the basis of the largest 
correlatio~ coefficient rg ~eyween th~ ~asurements y1 , ••• ,yp and the 
corresponding components a1 g , ••• ,ClptgJ of the "standard" phonemes. This 
procedure of "pattern-matching" is explained by Davis on page 641 of [4] 
where he previously applied it to a different set of variables. That it 
may sometimes give absurd results is shown by the following example: 
y1 =.57 ail) = 0 a1 (
2) =.59 a~3 ) = .57 
(1) (2) (3) 
Y2 = .58 ~ = .45 a2 = .58 a2 = .59 
a(l) = 9o (2) ~7 (3) = ~8 3 • a3 = ·~ a3 ·~ 
r = 1 1 r = -1 2 
The unknown vector y should reasonably be identified as 1T 2 or 1\3 rather 
than 1fl for which r 1 = 1. 
linear combination ~ ~(g)Yi is the scalar product of a(g) andY 
i=l 
15._ 
and s:ince both vectors have unit magnitude, this scalar product is also 
the cos ine of the angle Qg between them. It is then argued that this 
angle Qg is a reasonable measure of the "difference" between the unidenti-
fied somd and the standard version of the g-th phoneme, and that the 
identification should therefore be based on the minimum "difference". 
3.2 Fornru.lation in Terms of Discriminatory Ana.lfsis 
In attempt:ing to justify the above procedure in terms of the theory 
outlined in Chapter 1, it will be assumed for s~licity that the ~ 
. 1 
priori probability % a iii for all gal, ... ,m, and that all errors are 
equally cost:cy: Cgh a c for g,h; cgg=O. With these assumptions, the 
question can be formulated: Are there distribution functions ~g(y) 
g=l, • •• ,m, which satisfy conditions Cl to C6 of Section 2.2 and also 
satisfY · for - ¥ < Qg, Qh < ~ the condition 
C7. ¢g(Y) > 'h(y) if and on:cy if cos Qg > cos ~· 
It is evident immediate:cy that C7 is satisfied by ~g(y) • f(Qg) 1 g=l, •• • ,m, 
where f(Q) is any monotonically decreasing function of Q which must, how-
ever, be the same function for every g. All density functions in tlrlB 
class will satisfy Cl, C2 (y), and CS, and if we were to ignore the remain-
ing conditions, any decreasing function such as f(Q) = Ae-~ could be 
assumed. A procedure for estimating B from the pooled sample variances 
could be established, and A could be calculated to satisfy / f(9)dS=l 
s 
where S is the entire surface of the unit lzy'persphere (or in general that 
port i on thereof where f(e) is non-negative). The values of A. and B would 
be needed to test the goodness of fit of the distribution or to calculate 
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probabilities of misclassific~tion, but being independent of g they woul.d 
not affect the classification procedure of choosing the maximum cos eg• 
This an~sis would apply to variables of the type being considered here, 
in spite of their restriction to non-negative values, if their means 
differed sufficiently from 0 or 1 and if their variances were suffi-
ciently small so that zero sample values were rare. In that event the 
estimated values of B and a{g) would be such that the contribution to 
1 • I e -Be~ dS from the region outside the first lzyper-quadrant woUld 
I _ s 
be negligible for all g. 
Of the rema.b:rlng conditions, we can first consider 04 alone. If we 
assume f(9) 1:11 Ae-BS2 as before, we now determ:ine A to satisfy I f(S)dS-1 
s• 
where S 1 is the portion o.t' S in the first lzyper-quadrant. The difficulty 
now is that A will depend on g, or specifically on the location of the 
standard vector a(g) which is the mode of the distribution r/Jg{y). ~ 
in the special case when a{g) and a(h) are located symmetrically with 
respect to the b01m.daries of S 1 , in other words when their components are 
permutations of each other, wiD A{g) • A(h) • Whereas 
ga::l, ••• ,m (3.1) 
- 0 
may be very reasonable distributions, they now fail to satisfy 07. The 
classification procedure based on (3.1) is to ma.xilnize 
log A(g) - [arccos(~ a(g)y-..)~ 2 B . 1 i J. J.= 
which is certain]¥ not convenient for computation. It ~ be noted that 
17. 
we may just as well estilnate B = B (g) separate]¥ :in each population since 
it introduces no further complications in the computation. 
While any similar set of assumed densities when adjusted to satisfy 
04 would also fail to satisfy 07, there is one set, na.me:cy-
in s• 
g-1, ••• ,m (3.2) 
= 0 elsewhere 
where n is a positive real parameter independent of g, which leads to 
only a nrinor modification of the procedure associated with 07. That js' 
the procedure based on (3.2) is to maximize 
1 
( A (g))~ ~ a~g)y. • ~ b (g)Y· (3.3) n .ll. l. .li l. l.= l.= 
which is still a convenient linear combination. Because of this property, 
the densities (3.2) will be studied now :in mre detail. While· condition 
06 is satisfied to some extent by both (3.1) and (3.2), an attempt to 
satisfY 03 will be postponed until Section 3. 7 • 
3.3 Evaluation of Constant A (g) 
n,p 
To follow the procedure proposed in the preceding paragraph, it is 
necessary first to estimate the parameters n, a1 (g), ••• , ap(g), then to 
(g) 
calculate A.n,p for use in (3.3), the subscript p being added to indicate 
that a general formula for this constant depends on the number of vari-
ables. There seems to be no simple expression for A (g)* for general n 
n,p 
and p, but useful formulae have been obtained for the special cases p=2 
or n=l, 2, or 3, p :>n. 
* Since only one :population is considered at a time, the subscripts and 
superscripts (g) will be omitted in the remainder of this section~ 
lB. 
Case I: p = 2, n an integer. In this case, S 1 is the first-quadrant 
arc of the unit circle, and dS 1 = dS. Hence, 
~ -~ 1 
• / 2 cosDa dS 
An,2 -~ 
where 'E = arccos Bz as shown in Fig • 2. 
Fig. a Parametric Vector a and Density An, 2cosns. 
If n is an odd integer, successive reduction of this integral gives 
A
l = sinS f1 cosn-la + n-l cosn-3a + 
n,2 ~ n(n-2) 
or 
••• + 
!!.-; 
(n-l)(n-3) • •• 4(cos20+2)l 2 
n(n-2) ••• 3 J _ ~ 
l (3.4) ••• + (n-l)(n-3)~ •• 4(a2.+2). n(n-2) .... 3 J.. where 1 n-1 n-1 n-3 •-a + a + n i n(n-2) i 
If n is an even integer, 
1 
-= 
. [1 n-1- n-1 n-3a s~a n cos ~ + n(n-2) cos + ••• + 
n 
'2" -5 
(n-l)(n-3) •• .3(cosS+~ )l 
n(n-2) ••• 2 sinS :J _ ~ 
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or 
(3.5) 
where H2(ajjn) = 1a~-l+ n-1 an-3 + + (n-l)(n-3) ••• 3 ai n ~ n(n-2) i ... n(n-2) ... 2 
and B(r,s) is the Beta function*. 
Case II: n a fixed integer. When p r 2, it is no longer convenient 
to calculate An p by means of I ~(y) dS = 1 because this analogue of a 
' s• 
surface integral can only be evaluated by defining a suitable coordinate 
system on the byperspherical surface and calculating the equations of the 
boundaries of 8 1 in terms of these coordinates. Instead, the simpler 
jl-rp-1- ... ~ ;r p(yl,•••JYp-l)qyl = 1 (3.6) 
0 
where ( ) 1 d( ) • A cosne P Yl,•••,Yp-1 • Yp P Y -n,p Yp 
The evaluation of the integral in (3.6) can be simplified when n is an 
integer by observing that An,p must be a synmetrical function of a1 , ••• ,a.p, 
d tha;t 1 ... r t h · n n-1 n-2 . an on..., one erm eac lll ai, ai aj, ai aj~ etc. need be evaluated. 
Case II( a): n = l y In this case, the coefficient of ~ in 
p(y1 , •••,Yp-1)/Al,p is unity by (3 •. 7) and hence the coefficient of Bp in 
the expression for 1/Al,p obtained from (3.6) is the volume, Vp-1, of 
* See Cramer [3], pp. 126-8. 
one hyper-quadrant of a (p-1)-dimensional unit lzypersphere which is*· 
• 
Hence, 
(3.8) 
Case II (b): n = 2. In this case, it is necessary to obtain the co-
efficients of af and a1 a2 in the integration of (3.6). We can write 
which leads qy standard integration formulae** to 
(3.9) 
The remaining steps in the integration require the following general formu-
la for definite integrals: 
* See Cramer [3], p. 120. 
** Peirce [14) f'ormu.lae numbers 151, l32, l35. 
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( J .• lo) 
where m is a positive :integer. This formula is obtained by the substitu-
n 
tion x = a sin ¢ and the reduction of J2. cosm+l ¢ d¢. 
0 
If m is odd, the result is 
a m 
2 ~ m(m-2) ••• 3•1 f(a -.x2) dx = 4n+l)(m-l) • • •4•2 
0 
m m-2 3 1 
. n m+l '2. 2 ..• '2 • ~rn ( 2Ja • m+l m-1 
- ·-···2·1 2 2 
while if m is even, the :integration gives 
m m-2 
m+l '2' 2 .. •2•1 ('..fil~ m+l a a ---a 
m+l m-1 5 3 1 2 
-·-· • ·--- ~.,fii 2 2 2 2 2 
and :in either case the result is equivalent to (3.10). 
Successive application of (3.10) to the iterated integral (3.9), 
p 
noting that t a! = 1, gives 
i=l 
or (3.ll) 
· While this method of proof assumes at the outset that p > 2, it can be 
verified by (3.5) that (3.ll) is also valid when p = 2, since both for-
mulae give 
22. 
Case II (c): n = 3. Proceeding in a similar wa;r, 
which leads by standard integration formulae* to 
0 
Successive application of (3.10) to this last integral gives 
(3.12) 
The proof assumes that p >3, but if .taiajak is omitted, (3.12) gives t he 
same result as (3.4) when p = 2; namel;v, f- = -31(a1+~)(a1~+2). This :3,2 
suggest s that (3.12) ~ also be va lid for p = 3. 
Comparison of formulae (3.8), (3.11), and (3.12) indicates the possi-
bility of extending the results to any value of n, p > n, especia.J.:cy if 
1t ~in (3.8) is written as n~ r (~). Another basis for comparison is 
obtained by leaving (3.8) unchanged and rewriting (3.ll) and (3.12) with 
* Peirce [ll~], formulae numbers 159, 151, 132, 137, 135, 143. 
p n 
unity as the coefficient for Z 8.j_ as follows: 
i=l 
However, the additional complications of the coefficient:; of Z~aj ••• 
make a complete~ general formula cumbersome. Furthermore, if the 
parameter n is not restricted to integral values, _l:__ is not a 
An,p 
rational function of ~' ••• ,a.p• 
3.4 Moments of A:n_,p coslle 
23. 
Still assum:ing the class of distributions (3.2) with An,p evaluated 
by the method of the preceding section, it is desirable to obtain expres-
sions for the mean and variance in terms of the parameters n, au •• .,Clp• 
Such expressions are obtained here for Case I of the preceding section, 
that is, for p = 2 and n an :integer, agam by using the distribution of a 
shown :in Fig. 2. In order to evaluate IJ.J. = E(y1 ) and <Tf = E(yl. -IJ.J.) 2 it 
is necessary to express Yl. in terms of a~ As seen in Fig. 3, this rela-
tion is YJ. = sin ( ~ + a) = s:in ~ cos e + cos~ s:in a = a1 cos e + a2 s:in e • 
Fig. 3 Relation Between 
y1 and a. 
The mean 1-LJ. can noiT be obtained as follows: 
where An,2 and An+1 , 2 are given by (3.4) and (3.5). 
Similar :cy-, !!-~ 
E(yf) = An 2 / 2 (a1 cose + ~sin9)2 cool'le de 
' -~ 
Reducing the first integral, then combining it with the third, 
and since ~ + ~ • 1, 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
It is readi:cy- shown from (3.lli) and a s:i.Jnila.r expression for E(rl) 
obtained 'by symmetry that E(rl) + E(rl) • 1, as is necessary from the 
identity rl + rl ... 1. The variance cr~ can, of course, be fotmd from 
(3.J3) and (3.14) by the relation crf * E(yf) - ~' but m the general 
case this does not lead to any s~lification. For the special case 
1 
n = 1, still keeping p = 2, (3.4) and (3.5) give A1.,2 a al. +ae and 
• --
1
-- so that (3.J3) gives 
n 4 + al.a.;a 
and (3.14) gives 
.. nal. + 2as 
4(al.+az) 
The variance :in this case reduces to 
It is possible also to obtain formulae for &J.J. and <Tf for Case II 
of the preced:ing section, with the added complication (besides higher 
powers of Yl. to be :integrated) that these moments are not :in general. 
synJIOOtrical in al., ••• ap, but onl¥ in az, ••• ,ap. Hence, it is necessary 
to calculate the coefficients for a~, etc. separate~ from those for a!J., 
' 1 
etc., i = 2, •• .,p. It would also be useful to obtain the zooment-gener-
ating functions or characteristic funct:!.ons for all of these cases, but 
no convenient expressions for these functions have been found~ 
3~5 Example of Densi3f Function 
It IllC:\V be of interest to consider an example of a distribution 
¢(y) II An,p cosne of p II 2, n = 9, al. = i, and az =~. Calculations 
using (3.4), (3.13), and (3.14) give ~,2 a 1.294, ~1 = .501,* 
E(rt) = .309, cr~ = .052, 0"1 = .23. This is a large variance, com-
pared, to those for x1 , • •• ,~ shown in Table I, so that n = 9 is still 
not large enough to be consistent with observed data. 
1.294 ,/j r.:-2 9 
The density p(y1 ) = r.:-:::2. (w1 + 2 vl-yf) for this example is 
vl-Yi 
shmm in Fig. 4. Other calculations used in plotting the curve are 
p(O) = .35, p(l) • CID' p(.5) = 1.49. Also t he mode and minimum point 
. (al.Yi ~ ../i=YI)n 
can be located by setting the derivative o~ · - equal to 
~ 
· . 2n-(n+ 1) ~ ± 22 ../,_tn_+_,l)""""2.-Ci2 ........ :a -4n--:---
zero. The general result 1S rl • 2(n-1) where 
the positive sign gives the minimum point and the negative sign gives the 
rode. If n < 1 + aJ. there are no turning-points and the slope is alw~s 
1- a1 
positive. In this example, the mode is at y1 = .564, and the minimum 
point is at Y1 "" .997. 
fJ(7j,) 
I 
i 
.5 ! 
Fig. 4 Density Function for y1 • 
* Although ~ and a1 are near :cy- the same in this exan~le, they dii'fer 
widel¥ for smaller values of n. For example for a1 = ::.t;£., p = 2, ~1 2 has the values .64 and .65 for n = 1 and n = 3 respective:cy. 
If condition C4 had been ignored in calculating &; , 2 by 
n 
2 = j 2 cos9e de = B( !,5) 
-'"';!' 2 1t. 
--2 
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The resulting value ~, 2 = 1.232 is not very different from the correct 
value 1.294, but this is onq because a1 is not close to 0 or 1. 
3.6 Classification Regions and Probabilities of l1isclassification 
If we still assume the distributions (3.2) and the corresponding 
linear classification functions (3~3), then the boundaries of the 
classification regions will clearq be of the form 
Al.Yl. + A2Y2 + ••• + ~p = 0 J 
rl+rl+···+~=l 
(3.15) 
where Ai = Ai(g,h) = - Ai(h,g) = big)_ bih)t~ That is, for p = 2, the 
bo1mdaries will be poi.rita on the unit circle, or considering y1 as the 
onq independent variable, the projections of these points on the y1 -axis. 
If p = 3, the boundaries are arcs of great circles on the surface of the 
unit sphere, or their projections, which are arcs of ellipses, on one of 
the coordinate planes. If p = 4, the boundaries are portions of spheres 
whose projections into the Y1,y2 ,y3 - space are portions of ellipsoids, 
etc. 
The case p = 3 will be studied in sone detail. Considering onq two 
populations n1 and n2 , (3.l5) can be written 
which af'ter squaring and collecting terms becomes the equation 
C Af+ A~)rl + 2 A1 A2Y:LY2 + <A~+ A3)rl .. ,\j 
o:f an ellipse in the Y1~Y2 plane. This ellipse intersects the unit circle 
28. 
and the positive coordinate axes in one of the ways shown :in Fig. 5, de-
pending upon the signs of A1 and A2 • The vectors b(g) in these dia.-
grams are the projections on the plane of the three-dimensional vectors 
(~)a, and the b (g) making the smaller angle with the y1 -axis has 
been arbitrari~ designated b(l). The y 2 -intercepts of the ellipses 
shown :in the diagrams have the values y2 = I AJI and the y 1 -
. ~~~·~ 
intercepts are y1 = IAJ\ • The intersections of the ellipses ../~ + A~ 
with ·ohe unit circle are in each case at the point Y1 = - -:j ).., ., • 
. · Ai +A~ 
y 2 • A1 1 where each ellipse is tangent to the c:ircle. 
-J'A!. + AI 
If P(g I h) represents the probability of classifying an observed 
phoneme as ng when in fact it is nh, then P( 2jl) is the integral of 
P1(y1 ,y2 ) over R2 • For the situation in Fig. 5(c), for example, 
-A2 -J1-rl_ 
P( 2jl)a ff+ "A ~1 f (b}. l)Y1 +rJ.1ly.,+bS l) .Ji-rl-rl )n 1 d.rz (3.16) 
0 y2 ..../1-rl-rl 
- A1 Au1• AJ )AI• Aj-C Af+A I• A j>rl 
where Y2 = · · A I + A~ is the positive solu-
tion of the ellipse equation for y 2 in terms of y1 • This integral can 
not apparent~ be simplified even for n = 1. The integrals for P(2ll) 
for Figs. 5(b) and 5(&~.) are the same as for 5 (c .) except for the limits 
of integration for y 1 • 
For p >3, the equations of the boundaries are more complicated and 
more different cases of intersections have to be considered. For p = 2, 
the problem is, of course, nruch simpler. The solution of (3.15) in this 
29. 
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(3.17) 
For m = 3, it may be of interest to demonstrate that the three boundary 
points so obtained are located consistently with respect to each other. 
Suppose for example that b~l) < ~2) < b~3), and that y1(1,2)<y1 (2,3)~ 
Then the segment o:;;y1 ~y1(1,2) nrust be entirely within R1 since n1 is 
preferred over n2 , and n2 over n3 in that interval. Similarly the 
segment y1 (2,3) <y1 <1 nrust be entirely within R3, so that y1 (1,3) nmst 
lie between y1 (1,2) and y1 (2,3)~ To show that this folJ.ows from (3.17), 
it is sufficient to show that 
By assumption each numerator is positive and hence each denominator can be 
shown to be negative, so that (3.18) call be rewritten 
where 
a c .. a a+c . c b > d l.lllpl1es b > b + d > d 
a • b~l)_ ~2), b • b~~)_ ~1)' c • ~2)_ ~3)' 
(3.19) 
are all positive quantities. But (3.19) holds by simple a~ebra, first 
writing a>~ and adding c to both sides, then writing c<:~ and a.ddfug a 
. to both sides. 
In some special cases when p • 2, the boundary po:ints mey not be 
dist:inct for different pairs of populations. In particular, if n = 1, 
--12 -./Z 
the critical points turn out to be y 1 = 2 or y 2 a 2 regardless of the 
(g) . (g) 1 
values of the ~ • This results- from the value A,j_, 2 = (g) ( ) pre-
a1 + 9;2g 
viously noted in Section 3.4, which means that whe~ y 1 = y 2 • ~, 
2 
al g)Y1 + Jg)Y2 
¢g(y) - (g) (g) 
a1 + a2 
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... ..;_;- also. That is, the density curves for 
any and all populations cross each other at that point, and the result-
ing procedure is to classify according to which population has the smaller 
fg) if d din t the 1ar (g) ~"" -; In thi at · · y1 <.y2 an accor g o ger a1 .w. Y1 >Y2'.• s case, 
if af 1) < a~ 2) , then 
1 
P(2fl) • (I) 1 ~1)) (~ + ,Jll) d,y2 
a1 +a 1- 1 J 
= 
..J2 
2 
a~ 1) + ( -./2-1) J 1) 
.J2 (ail)+Jl)) 
• 
If ~ = ~ = i is assumed, this expression can be averaged with a similar 
one for P(ll2) to get the probability of misclassification: 
p ... l._ - v'2-l • 
e '2' 2 (al 1) +a~ l~(af 2) +J 2~ • 
3.7 Distributions with Singularities 
The ana.J;rsis so far :in this chapter has been based on the distribu-
tions (3.2) which fail to satisfy condition C3. It rTill be recalled from 
Chapter 2 that observed data for the related fractional power variables 
x1, ••• ,:xp shows that some phonemes have all zero values for certam fre-
quency bands, while :in other cases there are so many observed zero values 
in certa:in bands that a positive probability for zero values should be as-
sumed. The follow:ing mdel is suggested: a decreasing function of eg is 
assumed as density fnnction in S1 as before. The total probability which 
would be contained in the portiO-n of S outside S1 is all distributed over 
32 .• 
the boundary itself rathep than being distributed proportional:cy over s• 
by means of the factor A as in the truncation process. The situation 
can be discussed for p = 2 with reference to Fig. 2 where the truncated 
density f( e) = ~' 2 cosn a was shown. The same function cosn a is shotm 
_1[: 
;z. 
f{&j 
IT 
2 
Fig. 6 Combined Distribution with Positive Probability at Boundary. 
in Fig. 6, where the curve f(e) = Bn,2 cosn e is plotted from- ~to !!. 
n 2 2 
with the constant Bn 2 determined to satisfy ln'ZBn 2 cosn e d8 = 1. The 
' -- , 2 
vertical l.:Ules at e • - E and a = ~ - ~ are indicated as Dirac delta-
functions representing the 
-~ 
where o(l. a I Bn 2 cosn a 
n , 
-:;r 
probabilities o(1 and o<2 at those points, 
n 
de and o<2 = I Jr'Bn. 2 cosn a de. Also shown 
n ' ;-~ 
is the truncated density function An, 2 cosn e as in Fig. 2, 1-:here the 
area o< 1 + o< 2 has been redistributed over the interval from - ~ to ~ - ~ • 
In the case of p > 2, the probabilities, analogous to o<1 and o<2 , 
being transferred from outside the region s• to the boundaries, should 
logically be distributed over the boundary in proportion to the values of 
the density function at the various points of the boundary. In this 
proces s each section of the boundary can be considered separate~ or t he 
total probability outside the boundary can be redistributed over the 
entire boundary. (It was assumed in Fig. 6 that each end is treated 
separately~) 
The advantages of this model are: ( 1) that it is more logical and 
also more corrvenient to assume the identical f( eg), including the con-
stant coefficient, for the probability density ¢g(y) in all populations 
regardless of the location of the vector a (g), and ( 2) that it takes in-
to account the positive probability observed in some cases at the bounda-
ries of s•. However, the first advantage is roodified by the fact that 
the revised densities at the boundaries do nat vary JOOnotonical~ with 
the original densities when comparing one population with another. In 
other words, the proposed model, using~ decreasing f(e), satisfies 
condition 07 and consequent]¥ permits the use of the s:ilnple classifica-
tion functions cos ag • ~ a~g)y., but o~ when the observed y has no 
. 1 l. l. l.= 
zero components. When y has zero components, more complicated classifi-
cation functions must be used, based on the revised boundary densities 
which have, in general, different constants in different populations. 
The second adVantage leads to an additional problem if it is extended 
to satisfy condition 03 in all cases. Speaking in terms of p = 2 for con-
venience, the probability at either boundary is at most i when the vector 
a (g), from which ag is measured, lies within the first quadrant of the 
YJ., y2 plane. In order to satisfY 03 when near~ all of the sample Yi •s 
for some i and some ng are zero, the component a~g)mu.st be assumed to be 
negative. Although this represents a departure from the concept of a(g) 
in Section 3.1, it may be a desirable procedure. It should be investigated 
34. 
further as part of the general problem of estimating the vector a(g) .for 
each ng, as well as the parameter (n for example) in the assumed .f(Sg) 
.for all ng joint:cy-, on the bas:Ls of samples. 
L!~ MUDriNOMIAL IDDEL 
4.1 Justification of }rodel 
The conditions Cl to C6 required for a distribution function for the 
power spectrum variables x1 , ••• ,Xp or Y1, ••• ,yp could not all be satisfied 
by the class of density functions suggested in Chapter 3. Instead of 
turning to other types of continuous density functions, we will discuss in 
this chapter a discrete distribution for the x1 , ••• ,xp which satisfies all 
the conditions; namely, a modified nru.ltinomial distribution. 
The use of a discrete model for variables which are inherently con-
tinuous, while reversing the usual procedure, should offer no practical 
difficulties, since the intervals between the discrete values assumed in 
the model are of the same order of magnitude as the errors of measurement. 
The Illllltinomial distribution suggests itself because we are dealing with 
fractions or percentages of the total power. The distribution which will 
be used is 
where 
and 
p 
Z a · = gJ. 
i=l 
p 
ZXJ_=l 
i=l 
i=l, ... iP 
g=l, ••• ,m i=l, ••• ,p 
g=l, ••• ,m. 
In other words, the fractional power Xj_ in the i-th frequency band is 
* The notation agi is used to dist~h these parameters from the . ~ (g) 
of Chapter 3. The corresponding ~ector w~th components agi' i=l, ••• ,p 
wil l be designated b.1 a(g) instead of a(gJ·. 
represented as the fraction of a muli>er n of :independent trials which 
fall :Into the i-th category, where agi is the probability for popu-
lation ng that any trial will fall into the i-th category. 
Referr:ing :individual:cy to conditions Cl to C6 in Chapter 2, it is 
evident that Cl, C2(x), and C4 are satisfied by (4.1). Condition C3 
which caused difficulty :in the continuous case is also satisfied since 
a small value of agi will result :in a large proportion of zero sample 
values for Xi :in ng• If agi "" 0, so that all sample values of ~ in ng 
will be zero, no special modifications are necessary to reduce the number 
of dimensions of the distribution. To verify C5 and C6, it is easily 
show:ti~ that the means, variances, and covariances of (4.1) are 
= E{CXi-agi)21ng} = agi(l-agi) 
. n 
g=l, ••• ,m (4.2) 
= E{CXi-agi)(xj-agj)jng} = --agi8gj 
n 
Since it has been tacitly assumed for convenience that n is the same for 
all g, these variances and covariances are :in general different for differ-
ent populations, and the variances increase with the means up to agi = ~, 
then decrease aga:in as agi :increases to 1. Hence all of the desired condi-
tions are satisfied. 
The possibility that this model imposes other conditions on the var-
iables, inconsistent with observed sample data as. illustrated by Table I, 
should also be investigated. For example, the assumption of the same n 
in all populations implies that tl-TO equal means for different variables in 
* For example, by modification of the Imlltinomial means, variances, and 
covariances given by Cramer [3], p. 318, Ex. 9. 
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different populations ImJ.St be accompanied by equal variances. The de par-
ture from this rule on the part of the sample parameters does not appear 
to be appreciab)¥ IOOre than the result of sampling variations. It should 
also be noted that the assumed covariances are all negative and propor-
tional to the products of the corresponding means. The departure of the 
sample data from this condition is more marked, although there is a pre-
dominance of negative sample covariances. In justification of the multi-
nomial IOOdel, it can be said that this assum.ption is inherent :in any model 
which treats the variables symmetrica.J.:cy-, because of the condition 
p 
l: Xj_ • 1. That is, any :increase of Xi above its mean IllllSt be accompanied 
1=1 
by corresponding decreases :in the other variables, and :in a symmetrical 
distribution the probability of these decreases is apportioned :in some way 
among all of the other variables. The departure of the observed data from 
this assumption of negative covariances occurs main]¥ in the case of 
adjacent bands in the spectrum., and is believed to be due in large part 
to the measur:ing technique, since there is appreciable overlapping in the 
frequency response characteristics of the filters used to separate adja-
cent bands. 
The classification regions, assuming equal costs of rnisclassification, 
are defined by 
1 p 1 p 
~k: n log qk + z Xi log aki > n log ~ + l: Xi log ahi h=l, ••• ,m, 
i=l i=l 
If the a priori probabilities a ... are all equal to .!, then the procedure is 
- ~ m 
simply to choose the algebraic ma.xi.mum of the linear functions 
g=l, ••• ,m. (4.3) 
Clear]¥ these classification functions are just as convenient to apply as 
the linear discriminant functions ( 1.3) or the cosine classification func-
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tion (3.3), and the coefficients in this case are very much the easiest 
to compute when the parameters are not known in advance, since the agi 
can be estimated directly by the sample maans Xgi• Any inconvenience in 
computation which may arise from the fact that all coefficients in (4.3) 
are negative, can be avoided by using absolute values and selecting the 
m:in:ilmun function. Alternatively, the functions 
p 
Z (log 100 agi)XJ. 
i=l 
g=l, •• • ,m 
can be used, since each of these functions differs by an additive con-
stant (namely 2, if common logarithms are employed) from the correspond-
ing function in (4.3). 
Note that in the case of a zero value for agi' its logarithm is -, 
so that no sound having a positive Xi will be identified as that ng• 
Since a small positive Xj_ may in some cases arise from an error of measure-
ment when the correct value is zero, an erroneous classification will 
result if the phoneme is from a population ng for which agi a o. This 
difficulty can be minimized by considering every Xj_ as zero if it is less 
than, say, twice the standard error of measurement. When applying the 
coefficient - oo to a zero value of Xj_, the indeterminate product should 
be considered as zero, as is consistent with the value of lim x log x. 
x-.0 
4.2 Probabilities of Misclassification 
The boundaries of the classification regions for this model when all 
agi and ahi are positive, are the (p-2)~dimensional l:zy"perplanes formed by 
the intersection of 
p a; 
~ (log ~) Xj_ = 0 
i=l ahi 
and 
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Their projections on the x~, ••• ,xp-~ eyperplane are 
Z og gi hp Xi ..- log ~ • 0 p-1 t a a ) a.o.n 
i=l am agp ahp 
For the case of two populations, g = 1, h = 2, we will abbreviate this 
equat i on by 
p-1 
Z ci Xj_ + 0p • 0 • 
i=l 
Then the probability of miscl.a.ssification is given by 
When p = 2, 
and if n is sufficient:cy- large, the bmomial probabilities can be summed 
by means of the normal approximation 
Zo 
where zo • 
P(2fl) =/ _]:_ e 
-w -v'2n 
log a~1(1-ae1) ' 
~ 1 ( 1-au) 
~ = log 1-au . • 
1-~~ 
Also m general for p ~3, the variables nxu ••• ,nxp have a nmltmomial 
distribution in ng with means nag1•••nagp and variances nagl (l-ag1), ••• , 
nagp(l-agp) so that if n is large enough and all agi > o, the variables 
,fD.( x~ -agJ.) 
-.r:ia 
' ... , have approxirnate:cy- a singular normal 
distribution of rank p-1, with zero means, variances 1-agi' and covari-
ances - .jagiagj•* That is, the variables x1 , ... ,xp have approximate:~¥ a 
singular normal distribution with means agi' variances agi( l-agi), and 
n 
a ·a· . 
covari ances - gJ.: gJ. Hence the linear combination 
n 
p ( a . ) Ugh = Z log ~ X:t 
i=l ahi 
has a distribution when x comes from .ng which is approximate]¥ normal'!* 
with mean 
and variance 
Hence 
p 
Illgh = z 
i=l 
where to = -~ • 
<Tgh 
(4.5) 
The form of the variance ~4.6) shows, of course, that for large n 
Ugh will vary on~ slight~ from the positive l1lgh when x is :in ng (or 
from the negative ~g when x is :in nh) so that the probability of mis-
classification P(h/g) (or P(g/h)) is close to o. Obvious~ : then, the 
val.l,ie of n for a distribution which fits the data must not be too large, 
if there is any real classification problem, and the normal approxi-
mation~ are not very accurate for small n. 
A numerical example, which may be of interest, has been constructed 
on the assumption that the variables x1 , x..a, x3 actual~ have in n1 and 
* See Cramer [3], P• 419. 
~~ See Rao [16], P• 53. 
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n2 the singular normal distributions used as approximations for the 
multinomial distributions. The parameters used are n = 30, au = .2, 
a~2 = .3, aJ3 = .5, a.z~ = .4, az 2 = .2, a23 = .4. Then in n~, the 
multinomial classification function U~2 has exact~ a normal dist ribu-
tion 1fith mean Ill].2 =.04ll and standard deviation <T~2 = .0318 obtained 
from (4.5) and (4.6). 
t2 
Then 
-1.29 
P(2ll) = pr{U~2 <0fn~} =<= J 1 e- 2 dt = 
.,f2n 
-oo 
CT2~ = .0383, and 
.099 
-1.21 - ~ 
= pr{u~~ .c::olnz} a f ~ e dt = .m • 
-co 
Hence the probability of rnisclassifying an individual is P6 = ~( .099 + .113) 
= .106 since cu = qz = t• For comparison, similar probabilities were com-
puted for the "pattern-matching" classification functions based on the 
correlation coefficients bett.ween the components of x and the components of 
a(g)' g • 1,2.* The results were 
P(2/l) = .054, P(l/2) = .173, Pe = .1J3~ 
From the viewpoint of this example, the multinomial classification · 
functions (4.4) can perhaps be justified -vlith the use of a different IOOdel: 
The variables XV i = 1, ••• ,p have in ng a singular normal distribution 
with means, variances, and covariances given by (4.2). The quadratic dis-
crirninant functions based on this model would require extreme~ laborious 
calculations. Hence, since the multinomial distributions (4.1) are approx-
imations to the assumed normal distributions, the classification functions 
. (4.4) provide a useful approximation to the optimum classification 
* See above, Section 3.1, footnote. 
procedure, and furthermore a procedure where the probabilities o~ mis-
classilication can be exactzy calculated. This model has the advantage 
of avoiding the assumption of a discrete distribution for variables which 
are evidentzy continuous. This model also satisfies all of the condi-
tions Cl to C6, with the exception of C4, and C4 can be satisfied by 
truncat:ing the normal distributions at 0 and 1 for each Xj_. Even if 
they are not ti"Q!lcated, the total probability outside of S' will con-
sistent~ be small because the parameters (4.2) satisfy C6. 
4.3 Estimation of Parameters 
When the parameters agi :in the nmlt:inomial model are unknown, but 
estimated from sample data, the probabilities of miSclassification must 
be obtained from the distributions of the statistic 
p - -
wgh ... _z (log Xgi - log xw_)Xj_ 
~al 
(4.7) 
instead of Ugh given :in (4.4). If the Xgi are obta:ined from a sa.n:q>le of 
size rg, they have the distribution (4.1) with the parameter n replaced 
by nr g' and the ihi based on sample size zn have the same distribution 
with parameters nrh and a~, ••• ,ahp• If Yi = log Xgi and Zi = log ~i, 
then the joint distribution of the variables :in (4. 7) is 
. y·) zi P n(Xj_~ge ~ Drhe ~(x,y,z) = -=---------------- Tf B.gi ahi 
(nxi) lCnrgeYiH(runezi) 1 i=l 
when x is from ng• If the sample sizes are large, . normal distributions 
can be assumed for the Xgi and ~' but no explicit results ~or the 
distribution of Wgh have been obta:ined :in either case from the joint dis-
tribution of x, y, and z. 
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In the case of the normal rrJOdel suggested in th~ last paragraph of 
Section 4.2, the Xgi are also normal:cy distributed with means, variances, 
and covariances as given by (4.2) with n replaced by nrg, and silnilar:cy 
for t he xhi• Since the vectors x, x(g)' and x(h) are assumed independent, 
their joint distribution is the normal distribution obtained by multi-
plication of their respective normal density functions. We can further 
write the density for x, y, and z as in the nru.ltinomial model by replac-
- Y· - Zi np Yi Zi ing xgi by e J.. and Xm_ by e , with the Jacobian given by . e e - • 
J..=l 
Aga:in, hovrever, the distribution of Wgh could not be obta:ined explicit:cy. 
For application :in the speech problem, the behavior of the classi-
fication statistic when parameters are estimated is not a serious 
practical problem, since it is not difficult to obta:in large enough 
samples so that the para.JOOters can be considered as if they were known. 
It is evident that xg1, ••• ,igp should be used to estimate ag1, ••• ,agp 
for the nrult:inomial model, since they are consistent, unbiased, and joint 
suffi cient estimates. The last property can be shmm with reference to 
the distribution f(XJX) where X is the vector (x11 , ••• ,xpl; ••• ;xlr,•••,xpr), 
~c< representing here the value of Xj_ for the oc-th sample item, and x is 
(x1 , ••• ,ip). * Since X has the distribution 
(nl)r 
f(X) ... TTC . )1 
. llXj,D{ 
J..,O( . 
n X:ioe (nL)r · I'IlX· TI ~ = =n~< ~-IT a. J.. 
i,o< ~oc. ) 1 l. J.. 
J..,oe • 
and i has the distribution 
- ( rn)l TJ I'I1Xi 
f(x) = TJ(~)I i ~ , 
J.. 
* The index g for the population is omitted for convenience in this 
derivation. 
therefore the conditional distribution is 
which is independent of a1 ,-, •• ,ap, thus proving the joint sufficiency. 
The choice of an estiinator for n in the nmltinomial model is not 
so evident, - in most other applications n would be lmmm. HOTrrever, a 
crude estimate may be obtained by pooling the sample variances for_ all 
variables and in all populations, since we are assunting n independent of 
g. If a sample of size rg from ng is used with the observed values 
xi~, i = 1, •• .,p, oC= 1, •• .,rg, then for fixed i, 
An unbiased estimate of ~ is now obtained by dividing by agi ( 1-agi) ~ 
which mey- be replaced by igi(l-~i) if rg is large. The est:i.Jnates so 
obtained for i=l, ••• ,p are of course not independent, but their average 
should be a more efficient estimate than any one of them~ Fmall;y", if 
the estimates for all g=l, ••• ,m are averaged and the reciprocal taken, 
• 
4.4 Examples AppJ;ying Multinomial Classification Function 
A series of three recent experments to test the usefulness of the 
nmlt:inomial classification function for the identification of vowel pho-
nemes will be summarized brief]¥ for illustration. The first experiment 
used five frequency bands, with f 1 = 4oo, f 2 = Boo, f3 • l6oo, f4 • 3200, 
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f5 ... 60oo, and the five phoneJ!)es e(h~d), ~(~d), 1\(h~b), a(ah), and 
::::>(awe) • The sample measured consisted of one trial of each so1.md by 
each of five speakers. The parameters agi were estimated from the Xgi 
for these samples of size 5, and the resulting functions (4.3) were used 
to classify all of the 25 sample trials, with 24 be:ing classified cor-
rect:cy-. This high percentage was due in part to the use of the same 
small samples both for estimation and for classification tests. 
In the second experiment us:ing fH •• • ,f5 as given :in Section 2.2, 
and the same five phonemes, three trials of each so1.md by each of 21 
speakers were measured. The first two trials for all speakers con-
stituted a sample* from which the agi were estimated, and the resulting 
functions were used to classify the third trials for five speakers 
selected by chance for each phonere. The results of these calculations 
showed 20 correct identifications and two borderl:ine cases out of 25. 
The third experiment used eight frequency bands with f 1 = 200, 
fz = 4oo, f 3 = 60o, fij_ ... Boo, £5 = 1000, f6 = 1200, f 7 = 15oo, 
fs a 6ooo. Nine vowels were used in this case, includ:ing i(h~), I(h,!d), 
U(hood), and u(who) :in addition to the five listed above. The same 
- -
sample size and procedure were used as in the second experiment, but the 
third trials for all speakers (except for a few judged by a linguist to 
have pronounced the sounds poorly) were classi.f'i.ed by means of the 
comput ed functions. In this case 136 out of 171 trials, or about 80%, 
were classified correct]¥. 
* Sample data for this case are shown in Table I. 
5~ MJRE COMPLICATED l•DDEIS 
.5.1 Variation Am:mg Speakers 
In the course of the ex:per:ilnents described in Section 4.4, it 
became evident that the variation of x1 , ••• ,.xp among speakers was of 
a larger order of magnitude than the variation anxmg trials for the 
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same speaker. This was expected because the frequency spectrum of 
speech sounds depends in part on the dimensions of the speaker• s vocal 
tract*, and because similar results have been found by other investi-
gators**. An ana:cy-sis of variance was performed on the sample data for 
the second experiment, selecting a vowel and a frequency band at random. 
The results are summarized as follows: 
Speakers 
Error 
Sum of 
Squares 
.6769 
.1352 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
20 
42 
He an 
Square 
338.4 
F 
The value F = 10.51 compared to F .Dl· = 2.35 for 20 and 42 degrees of 
freedom shows a very significant variation. It incidenta.J.:cy proves that 
the accuracy of 100asurement is adequate for the purpose since the vari-
ation due to measurement errors, which is included in ·the "error" vari-
ation along with actual differences in the sound pronounced by the same 
speaker in different trials is significantly small compared to the 
variation among speakers-. 
With regard to the automatic speech identification equipment proposed 
in the Introduction, a possible wa:y of dealing with this_ speaker variation 
* See Richardson [17] p.2o8. 
** For example, Potter and Steinberg ·[ J5] • 
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is to provj_de manual adjustments for calibrating the equipment to the 
speaker's formant patterns, just as a volume control is adjusted to the 
loudness of the speaker's voice. Although this method is quite feasible, 
and would permit much greater accuracy of phoneme identification than the 
80% obtained in the experiments reported above, it is hoped that other 
means can be found to achieve the desired accuracy without requiring re-
adjustment of the equipment for each speaker. Since the variation for 
different trials by each speaker may be appreciab:cy- greater than ob-
served in this experiment when the phonemes are pronounced in different 
contemts, it appears that both between-speaker and within-speaker varia-
tion should be considered in the analysis. 
5 .2. Superposition of Distributions 
In view of the above conditions, a 100del is proposed r1here the dis-
tribution fg(xl~g)) for a given speaker is superimposed on a distribu-
tion hg(a(g)l o{(g)) of the speaker's parameter vector a(g) which de-
pends on another parameter vector o(. (g), the average for all speakers. 
In o:bher words, the resulting distribution of x is 
• 
Of the combinations of distributions considered for h(a..lo<) and f(xja), 
the on:cy one for which p(xl 0() leads to a practical classification func-
tion is the case when both assumed distributions are normal. 
Case I. Both Normal 
Suppose 
1 1 
h(afo<) • p f l1 exp{-!<a-o<) 1 1:~ (a-·oO} (2n)'Z 1:1 2 
f(xfa) = p 1 
1 
exp{-~x-a) t.t-;1x-a)} 
( 2n)'[ l1:2 I 2 
• 
and 
Then the characteristic function for a is 
¢1 ( t) • exp { i 0( t - it I I.J. t} 
and the characteristic function for (x-a) is 
¢2 ( t) • exp { -~ 1 I.2 t } • 
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Hence, if a and (x-a) are independent]¥ distributed, t he.11. the character-
istic function for ~a+(x-a) is 
¢3(t) = ¢1 (t)¢2 (t) = exp {io(t - tt 1 (I.1+~)t} 
which is the characteristic function for a normal distribution with mea11. 
vector d. , and covariance matrix I.3=I.1 +E2 • 
The classification procedure in this case is therefore the saroe as 
previous]¥ discussed in Chapter 1 for the normal distribution. If 
'>!(g)_~ (h) then a linear discriminant function is used. If I.(g)..i~·(h) 
u3 ~3 ' 3 r~3 ' 
the quadratic classification function is* 
Ugh(x)a~oglz~h)j -¥:x:-~g)) I (zjg)) -J.(Xr-0CCg) )+i(X-CIC(h)) I (zjh)) -l.(X-~h)) e 
~~~g)' . 
Case II. Both Multiriomial 
In this case, when we assume that the means ~, ••• , ~ vary from one 
speaker to another, we necessari:cy- also assume that the variances and 
covariances (which depend on au ••• , llp) also vary. If we were to use 
Case I to approximate Case II, we would have to assume that I.2 depends 
on a, and hence that a and x-a are not independently distributed. Work-
ing direct]¥ with the multinomial distributions we asslll'OO 
I li! nB.J_ n3.p h( a o() .,., o(1 • .•• cXp (na1 ) 1 .. •(nap} t 
~:-This agrees w;ith Rao [ 16], p. 289. 
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and • 
v-:rhere the sum is over all combinations of positive integers s. such that ~ 
p 
Z s-i = n • We can write 
i=l. 
p(Jet:f«) • ml E (sfJ.•••sprP) 
(r1 )1 ••• (rp)lnm 
but there appears to be no convenient way of expressing the indicated 
mom:mt of . the distl!'ibution of s. If it could be computed, the classifi-
cation procedure would then be (assuming m and n fixed for all popula-
tions) to select the maximum of E(s~1 ••• s~P), or the ma.xi.mum of 
E(agi1 ••• ag~P). 
Other cases have been investigated, including the multinomial 
superposed on the normal distribution but the resu~ting distribution 
could. on]Jr be expressed as the sum of a double series. 
5.3 Speech as a Markoff Process 
Further complications are introduced b.1 considering speech as a 
Markoff process with a finite number of states S 11 , 'V =l, ••• ,N .* 
These states are determined by the preceding phonemes which have been 
spoken, and in each state Sv , the ! priori probabilities q_v g, for the 
phonemes ng, g=l, ••• ,m, are ~ general different. Furthermore the dis-
tributions of the power spectrum variables also differ in general for 
*For a discussion of this approach to written language see Shannon [18]:, 
PP• 9-JS. 
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differ ent states since the phonemes are pronounced differentJ.y accord:ing 
to the context. Hence, the distributions should be ·represented by 
¢gv (x), g=l, ••• ,m, v =1, ••• ,N. Experimental evidence :indicates that 
such provision for different states is necessary in some cases* where 
the ¢~v (x) vary significant]¥ with V, but in most cases the differ-
a . 
ences are small compared to the variations among speakers, and hence can 
be neglected. 
So far the classification procedures discussed in this pissertation 
app]¥ exactJ.y as before, although the CQmplexity of the proposed equip-
ment is increased by the necessity for a different set of coefficients 
in the classification functions used in each state. The mdel must be 
drastical:cy revised, however, if we take :into account the fact that the 
state Sv is not known definite]¥ by the phoneme detector, since it ~ 
have made errors in identify:ing the preceding phonemes. To allow for 
this possibility, it is necessary to consider the conditional probability 
that an unidentified phoneme is ng' given not only the observed x( t 0 ) at 
time t 0 , but also x(t_J.}, ••• ,x(t_k)• This conditional probability can be 
expressed as 
N 
PJ.(nglxCt0 ), ... ,x(t-k)) • 1: P2Cv I x(t_J.), ••• ,x(t_k)) q_vg¢ (x(t0 )). ,. =J. . . gv 
To appJ.y this analysis would require that the device, :in addition to 
making the opt:ilnum identification of each phoneme, must also compute the 
probability that this optimum choice is correct, as well as the condi-
tional probabilities for all other possible choices grouped according to 
. the states which they determine. Although it is hardzy conceivable 
*See, for example, reference [20]., pp. 14, 11.6. 
that such a feature could practica~ be included in a phoneme detector, 
the model may be of interest in stuqying the manner in which speech is 
heard and understood qy the human listener. 
6. CONCIDSIDNS 
As a result of the investigation reported in this dissertation, a 
few conclusions can be stated. For classification of the basis of a set 
of variables Xj_, i=l, ••• ,p, 0 ~Xj_ ~1, .t ~-1, (that is, any set of vari-
J.=J. 
ables representing percentages) the recommended procedure is to choose 
the maximum of the linear functions (4.3) where ag1•E(~fng)• This can 
be justified either by the modified multinomial model (4.1) or by a nor-
mal model with the same means, variances, and covariances as (4 .1), in 
which case the classification procedure using (4.3) is an approximation 
to the optimum. 
The nrultinomial classification functions have been used with some 
success for the fractional power variables in speech analysis. It mqv 
be in order to suggest two applications in other fields where similar 
variables could be handled by the same procedure: 
(1) Banks, :investment funds, businesses, or :institutions l1lB\V be 
classified according to different categories of financial soundness on 
the basis of the percentages of their assets :invested in government 
bonds, common stocks, real estate, etc. 
(2:) Farms may be classified as potenti~ profitable or not on 
the basis of percentages of total acreage pJ.anted :in various crops. 
For the similar set of variables Yi' i=l, ••. ,p, 0 ~Yi ~1, .~ rl=l, 
J.=J. J. 
the procedure of maximizing (3.3) based on the mcxiel (3.2) is recom-
mended except when the evidence :indicates that for soiTE i and sone g, 
pr {yiaOjng}>>O. In the latter case the model proposed in Section 3.7 
is recommendedwhich leads to the simpler classification procedure of 
selecting the ma:x::imum of.~ a~g)Yi when every yifo, but to a toore coiTP-
l.=l. . 
plicated procedure when sore yi=O. 
Problems suggested for further research in mathematical statistics 
:include the follc:Ming: 
{ 1) Suggest possible estimates, and :investigate · their properties, 
for the parameter a~g) in the density ¢g(y)•A(g)cosneg either for the 
l. n,p 
truncated distribution or for the distribution with a singularity. 
(a) Suggest possible estimates for n in the above distributions, 
joint~ for all g=l, ••• ,m, and investigate their properties. 
(3) Investigate the properties of the estimate for n suggested in 
Section 4.3 for the modified multinomial distributions, and consider 
other possible estimates. 
(4) Investigate tests for the hypothesis that n is the sa.rre in 
all populations for a:rry of the classes of distributions referred to in 
{1) and (3). 
(5) Determine the optirmun classification procedure for the dis-
tribution with a singularity in (1), when some of the xi are ~ero. 
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ABSTRACT 
The speech anaJ¥sis problem under consideration is to classify, by 
an optinrum procedure, a speech sound (phonel!E) on the basjs of certain 
electronically measured variables. For the vowel phonemes (designated 
by nu•••'Rm) of specific interest, the appropriate variables are frac-
tions x1 , ••• ,~ of the total power contained in p mutual]¥ exclusive 
portions of the frequency spectrum such that .£ x..•l. Some related J.=1~ 
variables designated by y1 , ••• ,yp are approximatezy proportional to 
...JXi, ••• , .,rx;:; so that t ~-1. In order to app)¥ the statistical cri--~ ii:IJ. J. 
terion of maximum likelihood (assuming equal costs of misclassification 
and equal! priori probabilities), it is necessary to make reasonable 
assumptions as to the mathematical form of the probability distributions 
¢g(x) or ¢g(y) in the population ng' g=l, ••• ,m, where x andy represent 
the sets of p variables. Certain conditions of fomal symmetry are set 
up for ¢g(x) an~ rjg(y), along with requirements derived from observed 
data that variances should be smallest for means close to 0 or 1, and 
that provision should be made for positive probabilit.y that x.•O. 
J. 
These conditions combine to rule out the usual normal IOOdel, with the 
same covariance matrix :in all populations, which leads to the linear 
discriminant function. 
A classification method used by others, based on y, IllaXIJllJ.Zes the 
linear combination J aig)Yi where ~g) is the assumed standard value of 
J.•1 
Yi in ng• The geometric justification for this procedure is that it 
minimizes the angle ag bettieen the unknown vector y and the several 
standard vectors a(g), g-1, ••• ,m, all having unit magnitude. It ~ 
appear that this method can also be justified on the maximum likelihood 
basis if the same monotonically decreasing function of eg is assumed for 
each ¢g(y). However, if such cont:inuous density functions flg(y) are 
truncated at the boundaries of the positive hyper-quadrant, they IIDlst 
have different constants, depending on different positions of the vec-
tors a(g), to satisfy the requirement that total probability is unity. 
This fact leads to modification of the proposed method, but if 
cj (y)•A(g)coslleg, the classification function to be ma.x:i.Ini.zed is on:cy g n 
changed to ~. b~g)Yi where b~g)•(A.(g))l/nJg) • Use of this modified 
~1 1 n 1 
procedure requires formulae for ~g) :in terms of the aig), which are de-
rived for the cases p=2, n an odd integer; p=2, n an even integer; n=l; 
n=2; n-3. The first two moments of the distribution are also obta:ined 
for t he case p=2. For p=2: and p=3 the classification regions, bounded 
by po:ints and arcs of ellipses respective]J", are studied and e:xpress ions 
obtained for the probabilities of misclassification. 
An alternate version of thi~ model assumes for 'lg(y) when 
0<y1 , ••• ,yp <1, a;rry decreasing f( eg) with the sane constant for all 
populations. A supplementar.y distribution is defined over the boundar,y 
region only, thus satisfYing the requirement for positive probability 
when sore y i=O. This model justifies the use of -~ al.~g)y. as classifi-
1=J. J. 
cation function, but only when no observed y i -o. 
For the variables x a discre~e model, based on the multinomial dis-
tribution, is proposed and shown to satisfY all of the previously stated 
requirements. The assumed distributions are 
......... --------------
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where the ag. i are non-negative parameters such that ~ a. .= ~ x.--1, and i=J. gJ. iDJ. l. 
n is a positive integral parameter assumed the same for all populations. 
With this model the probability that ~-o in ng my have any positive 
value up to and including 1, depending on the values of n arid agi. The 
classification procedure is to maximize tbe linear function 
p 
. I ( l og agi)x.; • 
J.=l. -
The probabilities of misclassification for the multinomial model 
can be approximated by normal probabilities when n is large. A suggest-
ed alternative to the multinomial model is a normal model with means, 
variances, and covariances equal to those of the multinomial. Then if 
the multinomial classification procedure is used as an approximation to 
the optimum quadratic discriminant function, the probabilities of mis-
classification will be exact~ known. 'When the para.100ters agi are esti-
mated from samples, the probabilities of misclassification could not be 
calculated for either model. The sample means xgi are shown to be joint 
sufficient estimates of the agi and a crude estimate for the parameter 
n is suggested, based on the sample variances. Results of three experi-
ments using the multinomial model to classifY vowel phoneroos, are sUill-
marized. The most extensive experiment using 9 phonemes, 8 frequency 
bands, and 21 male speakers, resulted :in 80% accuracy. 
An ana~sis of variance of sample data shovTing very significant 
variation among different speakers suggests the desirability of consid-
ering this variation separately from that for different trials by the 
same speaker. Hodels mere the latter variation is superimposed on the 
former are considered. \vhen both distributions are normal, the comb:ined 
distribution is also norma11 in other cases no explicit results are 
obtained. Consideration of speech as a Markoff process leads to a more 
complicated model where the !!: priori probabilities, as well as the 
parameters in the distributions of the power spectrum variables, depend 
on the preceding phonemes. 
Other applications of the IIDdels discussed in the dissertation are 
suggested, and problems for further research are proposed. 
_____________________ ...... __ __ 
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